
15 Day workshop

Flexible dates in
April & May

Ages  7+

Encourage your child to explore their creativity &
express their own musical language

*No music instrument required 

www.flurn.in
Register at: 



About us

15 offline classes

Showcase event Coursebook

Certificate of completion

At Flurn, we are on a mission to
equip children with 21st century
skills. Our programs are designed
to nurture your child’s creativity,
encourage collaboration and
encourage a creator mindset.

In our music production workshop,
children will dive into the fascinating
world of modern music creation via
digital audio workstation software on a
tablet / laptop. 

What is included

Course highlights
Understand basics of music production & hands-on
with DAW software

Learn basics like music theory, ear training & listening
techniques

Project based learning via popular songs 

Guided production for kids to create their own tunes
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Program Details

www.flurn.in

1 Let's deconstruct a song!
Explore instruments, layers and production
techniques that make songs extraordinary

2 Dive into music creation!
Start with a Digital Audio Workstation—an
essential software for producing captivating
musical pieces

3 Drum Day, Let's make beats!
 Lets create beats for hits like Believer,
bones, etc

Start making music!
Create your first melody with loops and
MIDIs 

5

4 Recreate and improvise 
Unleash your creativity and redefine the
popular song with your own unique creative
twist! 

6 Produce your own music
Transform your musical ideas into a vibrant
and original composition
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Bengaluru’s best
program for learning
music
Join 1000s of students who have
discovered the joy of learning &
playing music

www.flurn.in

5.0 google rating

Manasi (Parent of a 7 year old)
My son has been learning
Keyboard for the past 3 months.
We have seen him develop interest
for music and were proud parents
to see him play

Gunjan (Parent of a 10 year old)
I am delighted to share my
wonderful experience with Flurn
which provides exceptional
keyboard lessons for my child.
Teachers are highly skilled and
posses an incredible ability to
engage & inspire young learner’s.

Priya (Parent of a 13 year old)

We are happy that Flurn is providing
such a platform where parents do
not have to worry about dropping off
their little ones since they provide
their services right where we stay.
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